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Giant monopole resonance strength in28Si

D. H. Youngblood, H. L. Clark, and Y.-W. Lui
Cyclotron Institute, Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas 77843

~Received 20 October 1997!

The giant resonance region in28Si was studied with inelastic scattering of 240 MeVa particles at small
angles including 0°. The giant resonance peak extended fromEx512 MeV to 35 MeV andE0 strength
corresponding to 5466% of the isoscalarE0 energy weighted sum rule was identified betweenEx

511– 35 MeV with a centroid of 21.560.3 MeV and an rms width of 5.960.2 MeV. E2 strength correspond-
ing to 3265% of the isoscalarE2 sum rule was identified with a centroid ofEx519.060.2 MeV and rms
width of 1.760.2 MeV. Elastic scattering was measured fromuc.m.53° to 47° and optical parameters ob-
tained. Inelastic scattering to states at 1.78, 6.88, 10.2, and 11.1 MeV was measured and deformation lengths
andL components extracted.@S0556-2813~98!01303-X#

PACS number~s!: 24.30.Cz, 25.55.Ci, 27.40.1z
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INTRODUCTION

The isoscalar giant monopole resonance~GMR! is of par-
ticular interest because its energy is directly related to
compressibility of nuclear matter (Knm) @1#. In the scaling
approximation, nuclear compressibility is related@1# to
EGMR5(m3 /m1)1/2, wheremk5((En2E0)ku^0ur 2un&u2. In
order to account for contributions from finite nuclei and e
tract Knm macroscopic analyses@2# of the GMR require that
the energy of the GMR be known in nuclei over a wide ran
of A. However, until recently, significant monopole streng
has been located@2,3# in only a few nuclei withA,90. In
recent work@4# using inelastic scattering of 240 MeVa par-
ticles at 0° with a new spectrometer and beam analysis
tem, we obtained much higher peak to background ratios
quadrupole and monopole resonances than previous w
and were able to show that no more than 50% of the isosc
E0 energy weighted sum rule~EWSR! is present below
Ex525 MeV in 58Ni. However, in 40Ca we found evidence
@5# for 93615% of the E0 EWSR centered atEx
518.3 MeV with (m3 /m1)1/2521.2 MeV, which is quite
consistent with the trend@2# for heavier nuclei.

Lui et al. @6# studied 28Si with inelastic scattering ofa
particles ofEa'129 MeV including scattering to 0°, wher
monopole strength is enhanced and reported 66% of theE0
EWSR centered atEx517.9 MeV with a width of 4.8 MeV.
At this beam energy, the (a,5Li) and (a,5He) reactions with
subsequent decay of the mass five products into ana particle
and a nucleon produce broad peaks in thea particle spec-
trum corresponding to 24,Ex,46 MeV in 28Si. These
‘‘pickup-breakup’’ peaks would obscure GMR streng
aboveEx'24 MeV and may hamper determination of th
continuum under the giant resonance peaks.

We have studied28Si using 240 MeVa particles where
the ‘‘pickup-breakup’’ peaks appear aboveEx542 MeV,
well outside of the region where GMR strength is expect
We report here results with excellent peak to continuum
tios taken at small scattering angles including 0°.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE AND RESULTS

A beam of 240 MeVa particles from the Texas A&M
K500 superconducting cyclotron bombarded a se
570556-2813/98/57~3!/1134~11!/$15.00
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supporting natural Si wafer 7.92 mg/cm2 thick located in the
target chamber of the multipole-dipole-multipole spectro
eter @7#. Beam was delivered to the spectrometer throug
beam analysis system having two bends of 88° and 87°@8#.
The beam was limited by slits after the first bend, and
second bend was used for clean up, with slits located s
not to intercept the primary beam. The horizontal accepta
of the spectrometer was 4° and ray tracing was used to
construct the scattering angle. The vertical acceptance
set at62°. When the spectrometer central angle (uspec) was
set to 0°, the beam passed beside the detector and
stopped on a carbon block inside a Faraday cup behind
detector. For 3.5°,uspec,6°, the beam was stopped on a
insulated Ta block beside the solid angle defining slits.
larger angles the beam was stopped on a Faraday cup in
target chamber. Atuspec50°, runs with an empty targe
frame showeda particles uniformly distributed in position a
a rate about 1/2000 of that with a target in place.

A new 60 cm long focal plane detector was construc
which covered approximately 55 MeV of excitation. Its pri
ciples of operation are similar to the detector described
Ref. @9#. It contains four proportional counters to measurex
position at four points along a rays path using the method
charge division, as well as an ionization chamber to prov
DE and a scintillator to measure total energy and provid
fast timing signal for each ray. The out-of-plane scatter
angle f was not measured. To improve the quality of t
position spectra,u for each ray was calculated separate
using data from independent wire pairs, and events in
agreement by more than two standard deviations were
carded@9#. Position resolution of approximately 0.9 mm an
scattering angle resolution of about 0.09° were obtained.
angle calibration was obtained from an angle spectrum ta
with a mask having five openings 0.1° wide spaced 1° ap
The actual spectrometer angle was determined from the
nematic crossover from the elastic scattering off hydrog
~in the 12C target! and 12C inelastic scattering peaks. Th
calibration procedures are described in detail in Refs.@9# and
@10#.

Data were taken with12C, 24Mg, and 28Si targets at the
actual field settings used in the experiments. The position
1134 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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57 1135GIANT MONOPOLE RESONANCE STRENGTH IN28Si
the 9.641 and 18.350 MeV states@11# in 12C, the 10.18,
18.67, and 20.43 MeV states@12,6# in 28Si, and the 12.86
and 17.36 MeV states@12# in 24Mg were used to obtain
momentum calibrations linear in position for each of t
spectra. The energies of these known narrow peaks betw
9 and 21 MeV were consistently reproduced better than
keV.

Giant-resonance data were taken withuspecset at 0°, 3.5°,
and 5.5° covering the angular range from 0° to 7.5°. T
excitation energy range observed was 7,Ex,60 MeV.

Elastic and inelastic scattering data were taken at sp
trometer angles of 3.5° and 5.5° at a different dipole fi
setting covering the range210,Ex,45 MeV but with the
spectrometer acceptance the same as for the giant reson
data. In addition, elastic and inelastic scattering data w
taken over the angular range from 2° to 40°, with the verti
acceptance of the spectrometer reduced to60.8°, in order to
obtain optical-model parameters.

Each data set was divided into ten angle bins, each co
sponding toDu.0.4° using the angle obtained from ra
tracing. f is not measured by the detector, so the aver
angle for each bin was obtained by integrating over
height of the solid angle defining slit and the width of t
angle bin. For comparison with theoretical calculations,
data points are plotted at this average angle so that, for
ample, data from the central angle bin taken with the sp
trometer at 0° would be plotted atu lab51.08°. By plotting
the data versus the average angle, the primary effect of
large solid angle is to fill in deep minima. The phase a
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cross section maxima are affected only slightly. With t
reduced vertical opening@60.8°#, the cross section correc
tion to the elastic scattering from averaging over the an
opening was 3% at 2.5° and less than 1% at larger an
except in the minima, when the averaged cross sections w
plotted at the average angle determined as described ab
This is particularly important for optical model fits becau
the optical model codes do not take into account averag
over a large vertical opening where the effective angu
range for each data point is different.

Cross sections were obtained from the charge collec
target thickness, dead time and known solid angle. The o
all dead time of the electronics and computer data acquisi
system was measured by passing pulses from a random~in
time! pulser into the preamplifiers and through the ent
system into the computer. They were checked by compa
the total number of pulses sent to the computer with
number in the spectra. Dead times obtained from the
methods agreed to within 1%. Approximately 16% of eve
which made it into the computer were discarded because
angles measured in the two sets of horizontal wires did
agree. The cumulative uncertainties in target thickness, s
angle, etc., result in about a610% uncertainty in absolute
cross sections. The consistency of the current integrator
checked for the elastic scattering data with a monitor de
tor fixed at 20°.

Angular distributions of the elastic scattering and inelas
scattering exciting the 1.7789 MeV 21, 6.8786 MeV 32,
10.18 MeV 32, and 11.0 MeV (12141) states are shown
in Figs. 1 and 2. Data points obtained from both the gi
MeV
eters from
FIG. 1. Angular distribution of the ratio of the differential cross section for elastic scattering to Rutherford scattering for 240a
particles from Si is plotted versus average center-of-mass angle. The solid line shows an optical model calculation with the param
Table II. When not shown, statistical errors are smaller than the data points.
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1136 57D. H. YOUNGBLOOD, H. L. CLARK, AND Y.-W. LUI
FIG. 2. ~a! Angular distribution of the differ-
ential cross section for inelastica scattering to
the 1.779 MeV 21 state in 28Si plotted versus
average center-of-mass angle. The solid li
shows an L52 DWBA calculation for bR
51.25 fm. ~b! Angular distribution of the differ-
ential cross section for inelastica scattering to
the 6.879 MeV 32 and 6.889 MeV states in28Si
plotted versus average center-of-mass angle. T
solid line shows a sum ofL53 andL54 DWBA
calculations forbR50.80 and 0.20 fm, respec
tively. ~c! Angular distribution of the differential
cross section for inelastica scattering for a peak
corresponding toEx510.20 MeV in 28Si plotted
versus average center-of-mass angle. The s
line shows a sum ofL53 andL52 DWBA cal-
culations forbR50.42 and 0.12 fm, respectively
~d! Angular distribution of the differential cross
section for inelastica scattering for a peak corre
sponding toEx511.00 MeV in 28Si plotted ver-
sus average center-of-mass angle. The solid l
shows a sum ofL50, L51, andL54 DWBA
calculations forbR50.26, 0.010, and 0.22 fm
respectively. For~a!–~d! the square data point
were taken with the elastic data atuspec55.5°.
The diamonds and triangles were taken with t
giant resonance data atuspec53.5° and 0°, re-
spectively. When not shown, statistical errors a
smaller than the data points. The energies
known states, their multipolarities and thebr
used in the fits are shown for each angular dis
bution. The 01 component shown in~d! has not
been previously reported.
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57 1137GIANT MONOPOLE RESONANCE STRENGTH IN28Si
resonance and elastic scattering runs are shown for the 1
and 11.0 MeV states, and are in good agreement. Giant r
nance spectra obtained at several angles are shown in F
No background has been subtracted. A very strong nar
peak, previously identified asL50 @6# dominates the spec
trum at the smallest angles. The angular distribution of
entire cross section for 15 MeV,Ex,25 MeV is shown in
Fig. 4. Data points obtained from the giant resonance r
are in excellent agreement with those from elastic scatte
runs.

Unlike heavy nuclei where the GQR and GMR are a

FIG. 3. Spectra obtained for28Si(a,a8) at Ea5240 MeV for
four angles. The average center-of-mass angles are indicated.
tra ~a! and~b! were taken with the spectrometer at 0°, while spec
~c! and~d! were taken with the spectrometer at 3.5°. The solid l
indicates the division between the continuum and the GR peak
sen for the analysis.
.18
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proximately Gaussian peaks, it is clear from previous wo
@6,12# that the GQR is badly fragmented in28Si. Further, Lui
et al. @6# have shown thatE0 strength in28Si is also frag-
mented, so peak fits of the type employed for heavier nu
are not useful. Thus we have analyzed the data in two
ferent ways. In one method a continuum@illustrated in Fig.
3~a!# is estimated and subtracted, leaving a giant resona
peak. This peak is then divided into several regions and
cross sections summed within each energy interval. The
sulting angular distributions are then fit with distorted-wa
Born approximation~DWBA! calculations corresponding t
several multipolarities. This was the method employed
Lui et al. @6#. The angular distributions for the continuum
were also summed for the same energy intervals and fi
extract multipole components. Representative angular di
butions for different regions of the peak and the continu
are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. Since monop
strength is strongly forward peaked, a ‘‘spectrum ofE0
strength’’ was generated by subtracting spectra taken
larger angles from those taken at the smallest angles@5,13#.
These are shown in Fig. 7~c!.

DWBA AND OPTICAL MODEL ANALYSIS

The transition densities and sum rules for various mu
polarities are described thoroughly by Satchler@14#. The
GMR has generally been considered a breathing mode o
lation and the corresponding transition density is given
@14#

U52a0@3r1r dr/dr#,

where for a state that exhausts the EWSR,

a0
252p~\2/m!~A^r 2&Ex!

21.

ec-
a

o-

FIG. 4. Angular distribution of the differential cross section o
tained for the region 15.1,Ex,25.1 MeV in 28Si is plotted versus
average center-of-mass angle. The data represented by the
squares were taken with the elastic scattering data at a spectrom
angle of 5.5°. The data represented by the open circles and
triangles were taken with the spectrometer at 0° on two differ
occasions. The data represented by the open diamonds were
with the spectrometer at 3.5°. When not shown, statistical errors
smaller than the data points.
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1138 57D. H. YOUNGBLOOD, H. L. CLARK, AND Y.-W. LUI
The versions used for other multipoles in this work are giv
in Ref. @5#.

Inelastic a scattering to collective states has been a
lyzed using either the deformed potential model or the fo
ing model. Beeneet al. @15# have shown that a consiste
agreement between electromagnetic transition strengths
those measured with light and heavy ion inelastic scatte
for low lying 21 and 32 states can only be obtained usin

FIG. 5. Angular distributions of the differential cross section f
inelastica scattering for three excitation ranges of the giant re
nance peak in28Si plotted versus average center-of-mass angle.
solid lines show the sum of the distributions for the individual m
tipolarities. The dashed line shows theL50 component, the wide
dark gray shows theL52 component, the light gray shows theL
51 T50 component and the wide black line shows theL53 com-
ponent for each of the regions. The strengths of individual com
nents are plotted in Fig. 9. When not shown, statistical errors
smaller than the data points.~a! shows the data and DWBA for th
Ex517.5– 18.5 MeV region.~b! shows the data and DWBA for th
Ex520.1– 21.1 MeV region.~c! shows the data and DWBA for th
Ex530.3– 35.2 MeV region.
n

-
-

nd
g

the folding model. Recently Satchler and Khoa@16#, analyz-
ing a 240 MeVa study of 58Ni, compared results obtaine
using the deformed potential model, single folding using
Gaussiana-nucleon force with and without density depe
dence, and double folding using the BDM3Y1 nucleo
nucleon force which includes density dependence. Their c
clusion was that each of the folding calculations gave v
similar 0° cross sections for the GMR, and fit the data for
4.475 MeV 32 state using the electromagneticB(E3) value.
Deformed potential calculations required aB(E3) value
about a factor of 2 below the electromagnetic value to fit
experimental data for the 4.475 MeV state. However, if t
potential deformation length was set equal to the mass de
mation length (amc5apRp) for the GMR, then nearly the
same 0° cross section was obtained with the deformed
tential as with the folding models. Similar results were o
tained in our recent study of40Ca @5#. The strengths and
angular distributions obtained for the GMR with the d
formed potential and folding models were virtually identica
Thus in this study we present only the deformed poten
analysis.

Distorted-wave Born approximation and optical-mod
calculations were carried out with the codePTOLEMY @17#.
Input parameters forPTOLEMY were modified@18# to obtain a
relativistic kinematically correct calculation. The amplitud
of the transition densities for the various multipoles obtain
from the expressions in Ref.@5# for 100% of the respective
sum rules are given in Table I. Radial moments for28Si were
obtained by numerical integration of the Fermi mass dis
bution assumingc53.155 fm anda50.523@19#.

Optical-model parameters were obtained for28Si by fit-
ting the elastic scattering, and the resulting fits are show
Fig. 1. The parameters are listed in Table II. DWBA calc
lations using the deformed potential model were carried
for the states shown in Fig. 2 and are shown superimpo
on the data. The multipolarities andbR values resulting in
the best fits are shown on the figures. Except for theEx
51.779 MeV 21 state, the other three groups were a co

-
e

-
re

FIG. 6. Angular distribution of the differential cross section f
inelastica scattering for four excitation ranges of the continuum
28Si plotted versus average center-of-mass angle. The solid
shows DWBA calculations for a sum of multipolarities for the fit
one of the distributions. The multipole components are shown
Fig. 9. Statistical errors are smaller than the data points.
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57 1139GIANT MONOPOLE RESONANCE STRENGTH IN28Si
bination of more than one known state. Good fits were
tained with multipolarities known to be present andbR val-
ues close to those obtained by van der Borg@12# with the
particular exception of the 11.1 MeV group, which in add

FIG. 7. Difference spectra obtained as described in the text~a!
The result of subtracting a spectrum foruavg5L1.9° from that taken
at uavg5R1.9°. ~b! The result of subtracting a spectrum for cente
of-mass angleuavg5L1.2° from that taken atuavg5R1.2°. ~c! The
black line shows the result of subtracting the spectrum taken
uavg5L1.9° from the spectrum taken atuavg5L1.2°. The gray line
shows the result of subtracting the spectrum taken atuavg5R1.9°
from the spectrum taken atuavg5R1.2°. L in front of the angle
indicates the angle is on the left side of the beam and R indic
the angle is on the right side of the beam.

TABLE I. Deformation lengths for 100% of the respective su
rules in 28Si.

Isoscalar
Deformation Length

~fm!
Ex

~MeV!

L50 a0c50.726 18.0
L51 b1c50.425 20.0
L52 b2c51.353 18.0
L53 b3c52.144 18.0
L54 b4c53.278 18.0

Isovector

L51 B(E1)50.05197e2b 20.0
-

tion to the expected 41 and 12 components, required a siz
able 0° component~corresponding to 2.2% of theE0
EWSR! because of the rapid rise in the cross section at sm
angles. TheB(E3) value obtained for the 6.879 MeV 32

state with the deformed potential is about a factor of 2 low
than the electromagnetic value, but in agreement with ot
a scattering measurements analyzed with the deformed
tential model. A calculation for the 10.18 MeV state wi
both the expected 32 and 21 components fits the data we
beyond about 4°. At smaller angles it is likely that oth
weak and unresolved states are contributing to the yield.

Angular distributions for the different multipoles tha
might contribute betweenEx510– 35 MeV are shown in
Fig. 8 for 100% of the respective EWSR. The striking ch
acteristic of monopole strength is the strong peaking of
cross section at 0° where the monopole would be by far
largest contribution. Thus GMR strength would be charac
ized by strong forward peaking in the angular distributio
The isovector giant dipole resonance~GDR! is also forward
peaked~excited only by Coulomb excitation in28Si!, but is
much weaker than the other multipolarities and has no
pact on this analysis.

DISCUSSION

Fits to the angular distributions of the continuum and t
peak regions were carried out with a sum of isoscalar 01,
12, 21, and 32 strengths. The GDR cross section would
negligible and was not added in. The strengths were varie
minimize x2. Over the angle range of the data, angular d
tributions forL>3 are very similar and could not be distin

at

es

TABLE II. Optical-model parameters obtained from fits to ela
tic scattering.

V
~MeV!

R
~fm!

a
~fm!

W
~MeV!

Ri

~fm!
ai

~fm!
Rc

~fm!

96.48 3.586 0.811 22.85 4.697 0.688 4.44

FIG. 8. Angular distributions of the differential cross sectio
for various multipoles for 100% of the respective sum rules us
deformation lengths from Table I.
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1140 57D. H. YOUNGBLOOD, H. L. CLARK, AND Y.-W. LUI
FIG. 9. ~a! The dashed line shows the fraction of theE0 EWSR in the28Si giant resonance peak obtained from the results of Ref.@6#
as described in the text. The solid line shows the fraction of theE0 EWSR obtained for the GR peak in this work. The error bars repre
the uncertainty due to the fitting of the angular distributions.~b! The solid line shows the fraction of the isoscalarE1 EWSR obtained from
the fits to the angular distributions of the cross section in the peak. The error bars represent the uncertainty due to the fitting of th
distributions.~c! The solid line shows the fraction of the isoscalarE2 EWSR obtained from the fits to the angular distributions of the cr
section in the peak. The dashed line shows the distribution from Ref.@6#. The error bars represent the uncertainty due to the fitting of
angular distributions.~d! The solid line shows the fraction of the HEOR EWSR obtained from the fits to the angular distributions of the
section in the peak assuming all the strength fit asL53 belongs to the HEOR, though the fits cannot distinguish betweenL>3. The error
bars represent the uncertainty due to the fitting of the angular distributions.
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57 1141GIANT MONOPOLE RESONANCE STRENGTH IN28Si
guished. Figure 5 shows angular distributions obtained
three excitation regions in the giant resonance~GR! peak
where differing multipolarities dominate as well as DWB
calculations for each component of the fits. The EWSR fr

FIG. 10. The dashed line shows the cross section/MeV atuc.m.

51.1° for E0 excitation in the continuum obtained from fits to th
angular distributions for regions centered at the data points.
solid line shows the fraction of theE0 EWSR extracted from this
cross section. The error bars show the uncertainty in theE0 com-
ponent obtained from the fits.
r

-

tions for each of the components as well as the errors
each component are shown in Fig. 9. A sample fit to one
the continuum regions is shown in Fig. 6. TheE0 strengths
obtained for the peak, the continuum, and for the total
shown in Figs. 9, 10, and 11 respectively and summari
for broad energy ranges in Table III. TheE0 distribution
obtained is in excellent agreement with the~adjusted—see
below! results from Luiet al. @6# up to Ex525 MeV, the
upper limit of their work. Energy moments of theE0 distri-
bution are given in Table IV. Also shown in Fig. 9 are th
distributions ofT50 12, 21, and 32 strengths required to
fit the angular distributions for the peaks. The 21 strength is
peaked at aboutEx519.0 MeV and contains 3266 % of the
isoscalarE2 EWSR. This is in excellent agreement with L
et al. @6# who reported 3466% of theE2 EWSR centered a
19 MeV. The 12 strength is fairly weak and has large u
certainties, but appears to be distributed almost uniform
over the regionEx515 toEx535 MeV. This strength corre-
sponds to a total of 1364% of the isoscalar dipole sum rule
Lui et al. did not report anyE1 strength. It can be seen i
Fig. 5 that there are obviously strongL50 andL52 com-
ponents in the angular distributions, however, theL51
strength is needed primarily to reduce the first minimum
the L50 angular distribution. This is why the errors onE1
strength are large. However, while the peak cross section

e

tion
shows

obtained
FIG. 11. The thicker dark line shows the fraction of theE0 EWSR obtained from fits to the angular distributions of regions of excita
of the entire yield for28Si. The error bars represent the uncertainty due to the fitting of the angular distributions. The thin dark line
the fraction of theE0 EWSR obtained from the difference spectrum from the left side of the beam and the dashed line shows that
from the right side of the beam.
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TABLE III. Monopole-resonance sum-rule strengths for28Si obtained from difference spectra and fro
fits. Errors for difference spectra results are statistical only. Systematic errors due to angle cali
discussed in text are shown in parenthesis. Errors given for peak fits are the range for whichx2 increases by
a factor of 2.

Ex Range
~MeV!

Difference spectra Fits

L 1.2°–1.9°
%E0 EWSR

R 1.2°–1.9°
%E0 EWSR

Peak1cont.
%E0 EWSR

Peak only
%E0 EWSR

15.0–20.0 30.461.1~3.5! 27.561.4~4.6! 2563 2162
20.0–30.0 31.963.1~9.8! 30.763.9~12! 3767 2362
30.0–35.0 24.665.2~9.7! 20.166.0~12! 2666 7.762.0
15.0–35.0 8966~24! 7968~29! 88610 5266
35.0–41.0 75614~27! 74617~32! 54616
10.7–11.5 2.260.7
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E0 strength is virtually independent of optical paramet
and model, the depth of the valley in the first minimum
sensitive to the parameters, thus the total errors onE1
strength may be considerably larger than those extra
from the fit. The amount ofE1 strength has little effect on
the other multipoles.L>3 strength is seen only at the high
energies (Ex.21 MeV) and, if attributed toL53, corre-
sponds to about 1765% of the isoscalarE3 EWSR.

Lui et al. @6# obtained 28Si E0 strengths using both th
breathing mode form factor and the Satchler version 2 fo
factor. They used a square well approximation in arriving
the sum rule strength and assumed the mass and pote
deformation parameters (a0) were the same, whereas in th
work the deformation lengths (a0c) were taken to be the
same. Therefore we did DWBA calculations for the 1
MeV data of Luiet al. using their optical potentials and th
sum rule value forL50 from Table I and renormalized the
strengths accordingly. The resultingE0 strength distribution
from the 129 MeV data is compared to the distribution o
tained in this work by fitting angular distributions of slices
the peak~after continuum subtraction! in Fig. 9~a!. The inte-
gratedE0 strengths obtained for two different energy regio
are also shown in Table V. It can be seen that the 240
129 MeV results, analyzed with the same transition poten
and sum rule assumptions, are in excellent agreement.
values are considerably below~a factor of 2! the results they
report using the version 2 form factor, and above their res
with the breathing mode form factor. See Ref.@5# for a dis-
cussion of differences resulting from the square well assu
tion and from equating the deformation parameters for m
and potential oscillations rather than equating the defor
tion lengths. The energy moments of theE0 strength ob-
tained in this work are considerably higher than those of R
@6# due to the much wider excitation range explored in t
work.

BetweenEx515– 35 MeV a total of 5266% of theE0
EWSR is present in the GR peak. The fits would suggest
an additional 36% of theE0 EWSR is located in the con
tinuum under the peak. The distribution of the continuumE0
cross section and strengths are shown in Fig. 10. As ca
seen the cross section/MeV attributable toE0 strength is
essentially constant fromEx517 to Ex539 MeV but the re-
sulting E0 EWSR strength increases dramatically at hig
excitation. The reason for this can be seen in Fig. 12 wh
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the predicted 0° cross section for monopole excitation w
100% of theE0 EWSR is plotted versus excitation energ
The expected cross section drops rapidly with excitation
ergy. Thus nearly half of the continuum contribution to t
E0 strength would be from the highest energy interval alo
The angular distributions from the different energy regio
of the continuum~Fig. 6! are all very similar and generally
decrease with angle. SomeE0 component is required in a fi
with various multipoles to reproduce such an angular dis
bution. However, it is also possible that there is some ot
reaction mechanism contributing to the continuum wh
peaks at small angles and slowly decreases with angle.
experiment cannot distinguish these two possibilities.

Since theE0 angular distribution is strongly peaked ne
0°, and the angular distributions for the other multipolariti
are nearly flat below 2°, ‘‘spectra ofE0 strength’’ have been
obtained@17,5# by subtracting data taken at larger angl
from data taken at 0°. With the spectrometer at 0°, there
spectra at similar angles on opposite sides of the beam
should be identical. As the spectrometer was actually at 0
relative to the beam, spectra taken at the same angles
respect to the beam should not have the same slit scatte
~from slit edges at in plane angles of 2.3° and21.7° relative
to the beam!. Difference spectra obtained by subtracting
spectrum taken at center-of-mass angleuavg511.9°
(uavg511.2°) from a spectrum taken atuavg521.9°
(uavg521.2°) are shown in Figs. 7~a! and 7~b!. The result-
ing spectra are nearly 0 aboveEx520 MeV. Below Ex
511 MeV there are major excursions in yield caused by m
nor differences in energy calibration from a nonlinearity
the detector which results in sharp peaks not exactly lin
up in different spectra.

Difference spectra obtained by subtracting spectra co
sponding to an angle cut near the edge of the slit (u lab
51.7°) from spectra taken near the center (u50°) are
shown in Fig. 7~c! for two different sets of angle pairs. The
are very similar and above the peak region (Ex.25 MeV)
agree within statistics. The difference spectra were conve
to cross section and then adjusted to a 0° cross section u
the DWBA predictions for the GMR, correcting the overa
cross section for the GQR contribution. ‘‘Spectra’’ of th
‘‘fraction of the E0 EWSR’’ as a function ofEx were cal-
culated by dividing the spectra of Fig. 7~c! by the DWBA
prediction for 100% of theE0 EWSR. This is shown in Fig
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11. Here it can be seen that the small cross section ab
Ex525 MeV contributes significantly to sum rule strengt
The large fluctuations at the higher excitation energies
statistical. In addition to the uncertainty in the absolute cr
section, a source of uncertainty that is of particular imp
tance for the subtracted spectra is the relative solid angle
each of the spectra determined from software cuts onu.
From the angle calibrations, we estimate that the rela
solid angles are uncertain by62.5% between the 1.2° spec
trum and the 1.9° spectrum. The uncertainties inE0
strengths caused by this are shown in Table III as system
errors.

The sum rule strengths (m1) obtained for three excitation
regions are listed in Table III. The centroid energies, as w
as (m1 /m21)1/2, (m2 /m0)1/2, and (m3 /m1)1/2 obtained from
the two difference spectra are given in Table IV. The err
shown are statistical only. The total strength seen in the
spectra~8966 and 7968 % of theE0 EWSR! agrees within
statistical errors. With the624% systematic uncertainty i
E0 EWSR strength for the subtracted spectra, the totalE0
strength obtained with these assumptions from the differe
spectra is consistent with 100% of theE0 EWSR. Except for
the region 12.2,Ex,20.0 MeV, theE0 strengths in the two
spectra agree within statistics. The values obtained for
centroids (m1 /m21)1/2 and (m3 /m1)1/2 obtained from the
two spectra also agree within statistics.

SinceE0 strength distributions were obtained both fro
fitting angular distributions~a more stringent requiremen!
and from difference spectra~essentially a two point angula
distribution!, the results can be compared. TheE0 strength
distribution obtained by fitting the angular distributions
the peak and the continuum is compared with those obta
from the difference spectra in Fig. 11 and Table III. It can
seen that they generally agree within statistical and fitt
errors, suggesting that the systematic error from uncerta
in bin width ~which affects only the difference spectra! may
be overestimated. The difference spectra provide much b
definition of the distribution by mapping the distribution in
channel width bins.

TABLE IV. Monopole-resonance parameters for28Si for
15 MeV,Ex,35 MeV.

Difference spectra Peak analysisa

L 1.2°–1.9° R 1.2°–1.9°

Eavg ~MeV! 23.560.4 23.560.3 21.560.3
(m1 /m21)1/2 ~MeV! 22.760.3 22.860.3 20.760.2
(m3 /m1)1/2 ~MeV! 26.060.5 25.860.5 23.760.3
rms width ~MeV! 6.160.1 5.960.1 5.960.2

aIncludesEx511.1 MeVE0 strength.

TABLE V. Comparison of present experiment with analysis
data from Ref.@6# as discussed in the text.

Ex range
~MeV!

%E0 EWSR

Present experiment Ref.@6#

15.0–20.0 1962 2064
20.0–25.0 1163 1162
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CONCLUSIONS

The excitation region fromEx510– 60 MeV in 28Si has
been studied with 240 MeVa particles at small angles in
cluding 0°. At this beam energy the spectra are free of c
tamination from particle break-up peaks up toEx
542 MeV, increasing the sensitivity to giant resonan
strength compared to experiments at lower bombarding
ergies. The similarity of spectra measured at symmetr
angles on either side of the beam, but not symmetrical r
tive to the experimental setup, suggests that the experime
background is negligible. The strongest component of
GMR ~a peak atEx518.1 MeV with a width of 0.61 MeV
containing approximately 14% of theE0 EWSR! has a peak
to continuum ratio over 4 atu50°, and is seen as a tru
‘‘giant resonance’’ in the spectrum. A comparison ofE0
strength extracted from difference spectra is shown to ag
with E0 strength obtained from fitting angular distribution
with a sum of multipoles.

The giant resonance peak extends up toEx'35 MeV,
well above the region explored in previous experiments. B
tween Ex511– 35 MeV, 5466% of the E0 EWSR was
found with an average energy of 21.560.3 MeV. A similar
analysis suggests that an additional 36610% of the E0
EWSR may be present in the continuum in the same ene
region. However, the angular distributions of the continuu
are featureless and some or all of the apparentE0 strength in
the continuum may be due to other mechanisms~unidenti-
fied! which produce slightly forward peaked angular dist
butions. The relatively small but nearly constant cross s
tion in the subtracted spectra@Fig. 7~c!# between Ex
535– 41 MeV~aboveEx542 MeV 5Li breakup would con-
tribute! corresponds to 75% of theE0 EWSR, also strongly
suggesting that a mechanism besides multipole excitatio
present.

Another uncertainty is that of the cross section calcula
with DWBA. Two works @5,16# have explored the effects o
different types of calculation~deformed potential, single an
double folding! and found little difference in the predicte
cross section for the GMR. However, the same breath
mode transition density was used for all the calculations

FIG. 12. The solid line shows the 0°E0 cross section for 100%
of the E0 EWSR in 28Si as a function of excitation energy.
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part because Hartree-Fock calculations in heavier nuclei
similar transition densities for the GMR in heavier nuclei.
instead one assumes the GMR is a surface oscillation as
scribed by Satchler’s@20# version 2 transition density, th
predicted cross section for the GMR in28Si is reduced by a
factor of 1.98, and theE0 strength observed in the GR pea
in this work would correspond to 100% of the EWSR. Th
it is possible that all of theE0 strength in 28Si has been
.
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ds
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ve
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located. To clarify this, additional information is needed r
garding the monopole transition density in28Si.
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